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• Speed up data movement
& cloud adoption

• Facilitate inter-company
content exchanges

• Reduce cloud storage costs
and complexity

Accelerate Cloud Migration 
of Media Files with Signiant 
Jet and Wasabi
Overview
Signiant Jet is an intelligent file transfer solution designed for the rapid 
movement of large files and data sets from endpoint to endpoint. Through 
the use of Jet users can easily automate the transfer of data from one  
on-premises system to another across long distances or to and  
from the cloud.

Global File Transfer
Jet is most beneficial for recurring, time-critical transfers that involve large 
files moving over long distances or congested networks. Companies with 
multiple locations who need to automate the movement or syncing of data 
between those locations can do so quickly and easily with Jet. Offering a 
simple way to automate file movement along complex global supply chains, 
Jet empowers users to improve content exchange both internally and with 
partners. 

Automated Cloud Work lows
Jet accelerates movement of data housed in on-premise systems to the cloud. 
From the Jet interface, users can select Wasabi as a storage endpoint. By 
creating a route to a Wasabi data center, users can schedule transfer jobs for 
regular completion or create Hot Folders to automatically send files to new 
locations as soon as they are added or updated within the folder.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers 
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable 
cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive and is 
faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage is 
designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and data 
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by 
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional 
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi 
keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All Signiant and 

• Transfer scheduling

• Easy-to-use web-based
administration

• “Hot Folders” where any files
placed into a folder can trigger
an automated transfer to one or
more locations.
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Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten upload windows and quickly access their data for 
faster restore times.

Signiant and Wasabi Together
As more and more media companies move workflows to the cloud, Jet makes it easy to automate the movement of 
content to and from the cloud with unprecedented speed, reliability and security. The large size of video files can make 
cloud migration an arduous process; a media library may take days if not weeks to fully move to the cloud and upload 
errors only add time and difficulty to that process. Jet ensures that large media files arrive in Wasabi quickly and without 
error. Jet’s acceleration and automation features ease the migration of media to the cloud. From Jet’s easy-to-use 
interface, Wasabi’s cloud storage buckets can be easily selected as storage endpoints for data migration, drastically 
reducing the time it takes to move large media files to the cloud.
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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